The Research Chair on Beauty studies and its junior researchers seminar are launching a call for contributions geared towards doctoral and post-doctoral fellows within PSL institutions.

About the Chair

The Research Chair on Beauty studies is serving as a locus of research and education, with researchers from diverse disciplinary backgrounds, disseminating the results of its work to an audience ranging from students to the public at large, through lectures and seminars for online broadcast as well as through multimedia projects and a final report.

More informations about the Chair: https://www.psl.eu/en/research/psl-loreal-research-chair-beauty-studies

Who is this call for?

This call is addressed to all those who wish to participate in a collective and interdisciplinary reflection on the question of beauty and all the related themes: attractiveness, taste, accuracy, brightness, harmony, or a contrario, ugliness, deformity, discordance, etc.

All disciplinary fields of research are eligible. Proposals involving exact and natural sciences (mathematics, physics, chemistry, computer science, biology, etc.) and the creative arts (practice-based) are strongly encouraged.

After studying the proposals for contributions, the two young researchers of the Chair will constitute a programme for the academic year 2020/2021, at the rate of one session every two months.

How can I contribute?

Send a proposal for intervention (one page top) to the following e-mail addresses:

Sophie Cohen-Bodenes, doctoral student: sophie.bodenes@gmail.com;
Rémi Mermet, post-doc fellow: remi.mermet@psl.eu;
cc:
Justin Jaricot, scientific coordinator: justin.jaricot@psl.eu